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About This Content
Devastate your opponents with these titans of the ring! Download the WWE 2K19 Titans Pack to gain access to Bobby Lashley,
EC3 and Hanson & Rowe, the destructive force known as War Raiders.
The WWE 2K19 Titans Pack is also available by downloading the WWE 2K19 Season Pass.
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Achievements don't work and the developers don't give a turd!. Really fun game to play...better than SuperMNC imo.
Shame its dead.. these people managed to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up asteroids controls. the most basic control scheme in
the world, which even i know how to make, and they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it up. if you brush along a wall you will turn
to face it and then become stuck, like a dart trapped in an enormous dartboard if the dartboard was a space station and the dart
was an indicator of how badly made this game was, or something like that, this analogy kind of got away from me but whatever
it controls horribly and has awful weird inertia which makes navigating the instant death mazes they mistook for good level
design tedious rather than difficult. tedious is not a good word to associate with your game!. Extremely satisfied with a
purchase. Worth every penny! Yes, it's not a shortest tutorial, but if you follow all instructions you will definitely increase your
modeling\/unwraping\/texturing skills. Thanks again. One of the best tutorials i have ever seen. I grew up playing lots of side
scrolling beat em ups in my local arcade. Final Fight was probably my overall favourite. This game encapsulates the feeling and
so much more. The graphics and art style is fantastic and its really well presented.
It will take quite some practice to build strategies on how to take down multiple foes but its a lot of fun doing it. There are
challenges for each level and a ton of achievemenmts which is always nice. If you like side scrolling beat em ups this defintely
for you. Oh and its offline co op as well, which is always great fun.
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Clearly the paradox interactive team have never met a spanish or portugese person, in addition it replaces the italian portraits
which we already had to pay for wtf!. tears flow this this game. great quality. this tileset is VERY usefull. I\u2019d be lying if I
said that this review would be as negative as the other two games. Now, I may be suffering from Stockholm syndrome from
continuously playing all three games in a row, but I find this game more enjoyable than the other two. I may actually even have
to recommend it ;__;
The opening did not give us much to go off on\u2014a monotonous comic strip will NOT capture the audience\u2019s
attention, especially when you\u2019re trying to explain what has happened from Alien Breed 2. That\u2019s my only real issue
with the beginning. It seems that Team 17 did try to make a difference with their game. They did stick to the run-to-here-andback game mechanic through the entirety of the game, but they threw in many more dynamic scenes and gameplay experience
as far as ways in which you shoot aliens. Now that they\u2019re raising Klein as your main antagonist, I find it a lot more
enjoyable, especially when listening to his stereotypical German accent. <3
Very \u2018OK\u2019 boss battles. I actually kind of enjoyed fighting the aliens, especially in the water scenes (which I can
also appreciate). They also brought in a new type of alien that while I like, I also dislike. I feel that the Electro-shocker is a bit
overpowered, and would have worked better if it could not actively fight on land, since that was what I assumed from the first
few that I had encountered. It would have made more sense, because the game shows that electricity will hurt you if it\u2019s
spread above water.
And ooooh my god, the comic scene for the last chapter is so lovely. SO LOVELY. It\u2019s just so sick and cruel and yet I
can\u2019t help but love Klein even more for being such an evil lunatic. I just LOVE it, even though I know I wouldn\u2019t
really enjoy his company in real life. I did not enjoy the ending.
Team 17 made this trilogy with the interests of making money only, after seeing interest in their Worms series starting to
dwindle. They made and released all three of these games in the same year. A LOT of content was reused in the first two games,
but I also see a lot more introduced into this final game. I\u2019m not sure what got them to put in more effort into this last one,
but I can say that it is OK. Not BAD, per say, but OK.
I\u2019m not sure why this game got as much bad rep as the other two games, but I\u2019d still say get this game when
it\u2019s discounted at least 75%, but if you were going to pick any of the three, play this one first.. Interesting game. The
concept is what got me interested but at the end of the day, it felt like a click fest with no discernable goal or end game to
achieve.
Why am I trying to grow individual flowers? Is it for the seeds? So that next season I can plant one more flower?
If they added some scale to this game, like, every year you have a few more flowers to take care of simultaneously, and then
eventually you're tending a garden or something, it might have held my interest.
Beyond that, all I did was click click click click click click click click click to get a flower grown and harvest my seeds. Kind of
one dimensional I guess...
Cool concept, needs more end game. Thanks for teaching me about plants.. Although there are 1,408 palyers in game, it says in
the communyty hub, I cannot play with other palyer in any way possible. No Ranked, no free battle, no nothing. Note: I selected
to match with players "from all regions", to broaden the chances of finding someone. And yet, 0 players to play with. Whay a
game,. This game's got a few things going for it, and those things are very well done. But what it's lacking takes too much from
the game that it doesn't feel like a whole game at all. At least, it doesn't provide enough depth to be worth the asking price.
As the other review states, it's like a flash game, one you'd find for free online. That's an accurate description; it plays like a
flash game: fast paced and very simple. Unfortunately the price tag doesn't match the simplicity it offers. You could describe it
as mindless fun, but to me this phrase conveys the notion of a game that isn't too deep\/complicated\/sophisticated in it's
gameplay systems but yet requires quick, successive tactical decisions based on the immediate situation (as opposed to a thought out
strategic approach before facing each conflict\/battle in game (do I need to buy more ammo, is my $ better spent on upgrades, is
there an alternate approach to the mission). Unfortunately this game doesn't touch on any of that sort of tactical depth that even a
simple top down shooter should have.
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The store page mentions "If you like stealth gameplay, you can avoid direct enemy contact and try to outsmart them..." But for the
most part, gameplay consists of holding down the fire button of the automatic rifle or shotgun and spamming bullets in front of you
as you walk through the level, and only mixing things up when you encounter multiple enemies: now you backpedal as you spam
bullets at the enemies (or strafe if you're fighting guards). Yes, this is similar to almost every other top down shooter out there, but...
You have access to every weapon on every level and with unlimited ammo and no reload there's no meaningful decision to make
about which weapon to use: just use best one for the situation, or whichever is most fun for you. The only thing close to
stealth in this game is the ability to bounce grenades off walls to hit enemies around a corner or to just not shoot the enemies
that are facing away from you (but if you have to pass them, you have no choice but to shoot them (unless you can dodge
every bullet and enemy until you reach the end of the level.))
The video with the cool graphics and bumpin' music are what sold me on this game (and the sale). The video looks like a
collection of the most tense moments of the game, showing some neat popping out from the corner and shooting and frantic
running in circles while shooting at the bugs swarming the player. But the latter is the majority of the gameplay. There's no
reason to pop out and take shots when you can accomplish the same thing (dodging bullets) by strafing and spamming your
own bullets (because there's no reload or ammo to worry about). In the latter case, if you're not backpedalling then you're
forced to run in circles or get mauled by the bugs (though backpedalling is ALWAYS the winning strategy- again, leaving
you without a meaningful choice to make about how to approach the situation).
Then there's level design. Every level but 3 are linear. There is a labyrinth level which is hardley a maze, but again, still only
one direction to go. One is completely open with no hallways, just single obstacles you walk around. And the other level (that
actually contains a loop in it!) is the bonus level. It's the best level in the game, lots of enemies and they come at you from
different directions at one point.
There's no story. No text to explain anything, why you're doing what you doing. But hey, the guards are shooting at you so
you have to kill them, and the bugs are ugly (and they're bugs), so you have to kill them, too.
So we're lacking meaningful choices of:
- What path to take to the end of the level
- Where\/how to move your character in relation to the enemies
- When to shoot (or conserve ammo)
- When to kill enemies or slip past them
- What weapon to use
(- No choices to affect story)
The last one I don't count against the game, because not every game needs, or even should have a story that the player can
alter. (Interactivity is, for the most part, in the gameplay which is the player's way of being involved in the story the
developer is telling through the game.) But I mention it because having it could've added a lot seeing as how the game is
lacking so many choices elsewhere.
Other few negatives include no rebindable controls and one set resolution (though you have the option to go fullscreen).
I'm not trying to dissuade anyone from buying this game, I just want to let people know what they're in for. I'd say this game
is worth a dollar for some mindless fun. I did find it mildly enjoyable spraying lead into those bugs and seeing the bloody
mechanical mess they leave. So let me now mention the positives for this game.
+ Particle effects when you're bullets hit things
But also a negative too. They don't look right. Blood is too bright\/pale, and then doesn't match the blood color of the bugs.
+ Scientists look like they're dancing (gave me a laugh!)
+ Different Difficulty levels (and ample player health)
Yeah, you're going to get chomped on a few times, so it's good to be able to make like Jesus and be bread for the world and
still live. (And also just like Jesus, when you do die, you can always resurrect (and retry the level ;)) Those damn bugs still
eatin' you? Try it on an easier difficulty setting.
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+ Level editor
Here you go, make something interesting and invite a friend over to play your level. There's no scripting though.
+ Lighting FX
Nice real-time 2D lighting effects. Makes this look more professional.
+ Good SFX
Player walking sounds are decent and weapon sounds are nice and consistent with the different weapon types. I wish the bugs
would make a pinching or chomping noise or something when they attack you (or maybe I just can't hear it?).
+ AWESOME music
Buy this just for some good music to listen to while you blow the brains out of some bugs.
+ AWESOME character\/bug enemy graphics
Character looks great holding each of the weapons and I love the look of the bugs (and their corpses.) The guards are
"bleh", though.
So if you don't mind the negatives I've mentioned (including the price), then I'd say buy this game. It's really just the price
that's keeping me from recommending this, as one can still have some fun with it despite all the negatives.. Boring,
uninspired, repetitive, and buggy.
You don't play as a Scooby Doo or Looney Tunes character, you play as a generic cat\/dog\/whatever. Gameplay is walking
around boring levels collecting coins and smashing things. There is zero creativity in this "game".
The "story" is told through two static images of Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck impersonators talking about their "new
friend" (you) but it has zero bearing on the gameplay, such as it is, itself.
Maybe a five year old can get some enjoyment out of this, but even they will get tired of this bad game.
Your walking speed is abysmally slow and I thought that maybe it was tanking on FPS, but no, it's running at maximum
speed for me. The game really is as tediously slow as is seen in the trailers. Every single step feels as if you're under water or
under some kind of slowmo effect, even after you get the walking speed upgrade.
The soundtrack is a one minute loop that constantly repeats and becomes irritating after the first repetition. There is a fixed
camera angle that occasionally blocks the character and pickups from screen.
The game crashes if I try to make it run fullscreen, and the window cannot be resized.
1\/10 and the only reason it doesn't get a zero is that it is at least playable, although why you'd ever want to is beyond me..
WORST GAME I BOUGHT IN 2018
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